Calculation of IR spectra of the elementoorganic dendrimers.
Various approximations to the analysis of the dendrimer vibrational spectra are introduced. The merits and demerits of the fragment method, calculation of the first generation and linear chains containing different number of the repeated units are discussed. The experimental spectra of two series of the phosphorus-containing starburst dendrimer generations are interpreted on the basis of the calculation of the frequencies of the normal vibrations and the band intensities in their IR spectra. The analysis of spectra enables one to assign the characteristic bands for the groups in the core, in the repeating unit and the terminal groups of the dendrimers. This assignment is supported by the calculation of the absorption curves with the force constants and electro-optical parameters (EOP). The vibrational spectra of studied starburst dendrimers (SD) (up to 11 generations) are in general identical to begin with four generation. The most marked changes of band position and their intensities are seen in spectra of the first generations, when all fragments of molecule contribute appreciably to the spectral pattern. The comparative study of vibrational spectra of SD and linear polymers reveal their main characteristic features, which are determined by their structural peculiarities.